Manage Risk. Fuel Profit.
Get back to what drives you –and your customers—
with Titan Cloud’s software and services.

TITA N CLO UD PL ATFO RM

From environmental compliance
and facilities maintenance to
advanced fuel analytics and wetstock
management, Titan Cloud does it all.
Our comprehensive cloud platform
enables fuel retailers to work more
efficiently and profitably, integrating
with your existing equipment and the
vendors you work with every day.

Data from ATGs and
other equipment

Data from testing vendors,
service providers,
back office systems

Fuel
Environmental
Facilities Maintenance
TI TAN CLOUD

Fuel.
Our fuel solution lets retailers, distributors and
fleets know exactly what’s going on with their
tank systems and the forecourt.
Advanced fuel analytics and wetstock
management solutions keep you in control of
your inventory any time, anywhere.

Advanced Fuel Analytics
Make better decisions and run a more
efficient operation with:
•

24/7 remote access to your fuel system so that you can
monitor flow rates, nozzle availability and inventory

•

Real-time inventory information and forecasts
sent to carriers and internal systems

40% fewer
runouts

Sales up
6% per site

0.03% reduction
in variance = $3M
annual savings
3% per site sales
increase = $2.2M in
additional fuel profit
Acceptable delivery
variances reduced
by 60%

Perfect Gallon
Our wetstock management solution leads the industry in precision and accuracy,
delivering the lowest possible variance and the highest return on investment.
•

Improve customer loyalty and fuel sales

•

Minimize variance, maximize profits

•

Fix issues before they become problems

High Definition
Inventory Variance
Reduce your inventory
variance to less than
0.01% by identifying and
correcting issues with the
tank chart, meter drift,
theft, temperature, vapor
loss, and fuel density.

Perfect Delivery

Frictionless Fueling

Sophisticated software
provides accurate and
precise delivery data in
real time and eliminates
short deliveries.

Provide a better customer
experience and sell more
fuel by preventing slow
flow, nozzle unavailability
and tank shutdowns.

Environmental.
Trying to keep track of your compliance with
spreadsheets and file cabinets is a waste of your
valuable time and worrying about remediation
costs and environmental fines is unnecessary stress.
Titan’s platform for environmental compliance
is your single source of truth, so you can operate
efficiently and increase profits at the same time.

Reduce
environmental fines
by up to 80%
Reduce
vendor costs
by up to 30%

Release Detection
Management

Remote ATG
Management

Important Date
Tracking

Proactively monitor
tank and line leaks and
automate regulatory
reporting from the ATG

Get remote access to your
ATGs so you can diagnose
and resolve issues with
just a few clicks and
prevent unnecessary
technician dispatch

Keep track of the important
dates and deadlines you
need to stay on top of
your permits, testing, and
other requirements

Alarm
Management

Compliance
Dashboard

Document
Management

Manage ATG alarms with
notifications and escalation

One easy place to get all
the information you need

Stay organized with
unlimited digital storage

workflows that work…even
when you’re at home

of compliance documents
so they’re ready at a
moment’s notice

Facilities
Maintenance.
An organized maintenance operation is key to
running your business at peak efficiency and
maximum profitability.

Titan provides customized features for purchase orders, work orders, and vendor
management, so you can configure the platform to meet your business’ unique needs.

Asset Management
Link work orders to specific assets so you can view vendor
comments, warranty information and dispatch history for
a comprehensive view of all your equipment.

Vendor Management
Track the time a vendor spends on site, review invoices
electronically, and specify pre-approved amounts based
on problem code.

Warranty Tracking
Flag assets under warranty when work is dispatched and
get notified before the warranty expires.

Paperless Work Orders
No more stacks of paper cluttering the office or getting lost,
and everything you need is accessible anytime, anywhere.

WH AT O UR CUSTOMER S SAY

“A platform like Titan, it’s a mechanism to allow your team, including
outside vendors, to do their jobs more efficiently and effectively by
simplifying the documentation, collecting, auditing, and responding.”
– MELISSA DAVIS, ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MANAGER, YESWAY

“We saw $14M savings in
compliance and remediation
costs by moving to Titan.”
– BRENT PUZAK, DIRECTOR – NORTH AMERICAN
ENVIRONMENTAL SHARED SERVICES, CIRCLE K

“Titan’s alarm solution took my
total number of alarms from
thousands per month down to
just the few that truly needed my
attention. By connecting to my
maintenance dispatch software,
it ensures priority 1 alarms are

“With Titan we have
constant visibility
into our inground
inventory, alarms,

dispatched to the right vendors
and everything is taken care of
during and after hours.”
– MANUEL HERMINA, MAINTENANCE &
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, SOL PUERTO RICO

and historical
analytics. This helps
us keep a tighter
leash on carriers,
avoid run outs, save
money, and make
informed decisions.”
– INVENTORY CONTROL
SPECIALIST, TOP 10 U.S.
FUEL RETAILER

“I couldn’t imagine doing
compliance on any other
platform.”
– TERRY HARRAH, ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCE MANAGER, CEFCO
CONVENIENCE STORES

About
Titan Cloud.

EXECUT IVE T E AM

Titan Cloud Software provides industry-leading
solutions for environmental compliance,
advanced fuel analytics, wetstock management,
and facility maintenance, so that customers
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CEO & Chief Product Officer

can effectively manage risk and run efficient,
profitable businesses. Entrusted by a customer
base that that includes the biggest names in the
retail petroleum industry and commercial fleet
market, Titan’s software currently monitors 50%

John Donnelly III
Chief Revenue Officer

of all U.S. consumer gasoline throughput and
covers more than 65,000 facilities. The company
was launched in 2012 and is headquartered near
Nashville, Tennessee.
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Chief Financial Officer

